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executive
summary
It is part of the RBH corporate strategy to 
provide better inclusive homes for all.

Inclusive design seeks to provide design 
solutions in general-needs housing that 
can meet the changing needs of the 
widest range of households. Some of 
these solutions should be considered and 
if possible included in the design from the 
outset while others can be incorporated 
at a later stage through simple and cost-
effective adaptation.

The requirements of a dwelling’s occupants 
can change as a result of accident, illness 
or aging, giving rise to reduced mobility 
or increasing sensory loss. In order to 
meet these changing requirements, homes 
need to be both accessible and adaptable: 
accessible for both visitors and residents, 
and adaptable to meet residents’ changing 
needs, both temporary and longer term. 

Some design features might need to be 
incorporated when the dwelling is first 
built; others might only need to have 
provision made at the outset for their 
future adaptation. Good housing design 
is thoughtful, forward-looking design 
that maximises utility, independence and 
quality of life, while not compromising 
other design issues such as aesthetics or 
cost effectiveness. 

In order to capture RBH’s ambitions and 
to communicate this to others, this Design 
Guide has been developed and highlights 
key design considerations for both new 
build homes and retrofitting existing 
homes. 

The main purpose of the guide is to 
support teams across RBH to ensure that 
the needs of everyone, are reflected in the 
design of new homes and the investment 
decisions made in existing homes.

The Government’s stated ambition 
in the National planning policy 
framework is to accommodate “...
the housing needs of different 
groups in the community including 
disabled people, older people and 
families with children,...[with]...high 
quality and inclusive design for all 
development, including individual 
buildings, public and private spaces 
and wider development schemes...”
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how to use
this guide
An Inclusive Environment

The aspiration is not just about allowing people of all ages to access and occupy their 
homes and community but to find joy, fulfilment, and opportunity for interaction. 
This means making homes, green spaces, public realm and social infrastructure age-
inclusive.

There is no one-size-fits all, opportunities and aspirations vary from place to place. 
There are also a wide range of individual physical and psychological limitations 
which go beyond the minimum requirements within the regulations. It is useful to 
summarise what can be experienced as we age:

 � Lack of energy - this is due to the natural decline in the strength of muscle power;

 � Reduced physical ability - range of movement can reduce making it more difficult 
to climb stairs, balance and manoeuvre or move quickly;

 � Poor Balance - this can be because of reduced vision, defective balance organs, or 
loss of proprioceptive receptors (position sensors in muscles and joints, connected 
to the brain by the finest of the peripheral nerves);

 � Eyesight - some degree of sight loss is inevitable as we age, and cataracts or 
muscular degeneration can further reduce our vision;

 � Memory - poor blood supply to the brain can lead to damage in the form of 
strokes or dementia, of which there are several types. Vascular dementia 
progresses in stops and starts, and Alzheimer’s disease, which may start at a 
young age, causes distressing loss of short-term memory;

 � Movement - restricted movement through illness, memory loss, incontinence and 
falls can all damage our confidence, which can lead to anxiety, inactivity, isolation, 
and dependency;

Much research has been done into best practice for age-inclusive environments 
that allow us to live longer, healthier and happier lives. There are a range of 
measures, from very specific interventions for particular issues to good principles 
for wellbeing. In the next section we deal with the principles and then go on to the 
specifics.

inclusivity
An inclusive environment aims to assist use by everyone, regardless of 
age, gender or disability. It does not attempt to meet every need, but 
by considering the varying needs of individuals and households it aims 
to break down unnecessary barriers. The flexibility and adaptability 
within the design and structure enables a home to be suitable for a 
diverse range of needs over a lifetime. 

accessibility
Inclusive design aims to give the widest range of people, including those 
with physical and/or sensory impairments, older people and children, 
convenient and independent access within the built environment. 

adaptability
Adaptability means that a building can be simply adapted to meet a 
person’s changing needs over time, or to suit the needs of different 
users. Many adaptations or adjustments within a home that was 
designed with this in mind should be less disruptive, and more cost-
effective, because the original design accommodates their future 
provision from the outset.
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HAPPI – Housing our Aging 
Population: Panel for Innovation – 
was commissioned by the Homes and 
Communities Agency on behalf of 
Communities and Local Government 
and the Department of Health to set 
out the case for change in the provision 
of housing for older people. The HAPPI 
reports identify the barriers that 
continue to prevent housing for older 
people from becoming widely available. 

The HAPPI principles are based on 10 
key design criteria and recognised as 
best practice for good design generally.

Although these have been developed 
with older persons in mind, these 
principles can be applied to any type 
of housing to offer an attractive family 
home which can be adapted over time to 
meet their changing needs. 

Rochdale Borough Council now include, 
or reference, these principles in local 
planning policy and guidance. Homes 
England cite them in their funding 
criteria.

Internal Spaces 
New homes should have 
generous internal space 
standards.

External Spaces
Building layouts maximise 
natural light and 
ventilation and provide 
connection to outdoor 
spaces. 

Light 
Ensure there is plenty of 
natural light, and allow 
daylight into circulation 
spaces. 

Thermal Comfort 
Homes are energy-efficient 
and well insulated, but also 
well ventilated and able to 
avoid overheating. 

Layout 
Ensure designs allow for 
future adaptability.

Storage 
Adequate storage both 
outdoor for mobility aids, 
and internal storage inside 
the home.  

Circulation 
Building layouts promote 
circulation areas as shared 
spaces.

Shared Surfaces 
Shared external surfaces, 
such as ‘home zones’, that 
give priority to pedestrians 
rather than cars.

Interaction 
(Communal Spaces) 
Facilities designed to 
support an appropriate 
range of activities for 
residents.

Natural Environment 
Design measures ensure 
that homes engage 
positively with the street, 
and natural environment.

  
the happi principles
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Parking & 
Pathways

Originally the HAPPI Principles were developed 
with age-friendly housing at the forefront, as many 
as possible of these standards should be 
applied to all types of housing. 

With the HAPPI Principles highlighted 
as best practice it is key to know 
where to apply these to across 
different spaces in the home. 
Successful spaces will aim 
to adopt as many of these 
standards where applicable. 

Storage

Bathroom

Living Room 
with optional 
dining space

Gardens & 
Balconies

Kitchen  
with optional 
dining space

Bedroom

Circulation

Understanding different Accessibility Criteria  
– as defined by Building Regulations Part M. 

Category 1 – Visitable Dwellings
Reasonable provision should be made for people to gain access and to 
use the dwelling and its facilities.

Category 2 – Accessible and Adaptable Dwellings
Reasonable provision should be made for people to gain access and to 
use the dwelling and its facilities. 

The provision made must be sufficient to meet the needs of occupants 
with differing needs, including some older or disabled people; and 
to allow adaptation of the dwelling to meet the changing needs of 
occupants over time. 

Category 3 – Wheelchair user Dwelling
Reasonable provision should be made for people to gain access and to 
use the dwelling and its facilities.

The provision made must be sufficient to allow simple adaptation of 
the dwellings to meet the needs of occupants who use wheelchairs; or 
meet the needs of occupants who use wheelchairs.

to apply
the standards

where 
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circulation

Circulation in dwellings should be designed to ensure that any 
wheelchair users, and those assisting them, can approach and 
negotiate doors, hallways and circulation routes into and between 
rooms and storage areas.

Physical Ability
 � Layout with adequate movement zones 
 � Step free access
 � Wide enough corridors with seating 

spaces
 � Lift provision where necessary
 � Wiring for future controls lift/stair lift
 � Straight stair preferable
 � Slip resistant flooring
 � Easy to clean
 � Continuous handrail

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

Memories
 � Personalisation to front doors – memory 

boxes
 � Circulation loops rather than dead ends
 � Windows to kitchen, creating an internal 

street
 � Way-finding decoration
 � Visual connections to spaces within the 

home
 � Appropriate material choice

01 02

03 04

Movement
 � Unobstructed circulation routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Accessible controls
 � Things within reach
 � Width of doorways
 � No trip hazards
 � Recesses to front door
 � Progressive privacy
 � Future provision for through floor lift 

within circulation space
 � Doors not positioned too closely together
 � Wheelchair transfer space
 � Storage and charging facilities for 

mobility scooters

Wellbeing
 � Natural daylight
 � Ventilation
 � Controllable temperature - heat and cold
 � Avoid internal corridors
 � Encouraging interaction/Incidental 

encounters
 � Passive surveillance
 � Avoid long corridors
 � Security
 � Warden Call
 � Consistent floor finishes throughout 

property where possible, dementia 
friendly principles

 � In communal areas, adequate scooter 
storage provided in convenient positions
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Entrances

To enable a wheelchair user to enter 
the principle communal entrance, it 
should comply with all of the following 
as shown in Diagram 01:

 � Level landing with a minimum width 
and depth of 1500mm outside the 
entrance.

 � Landing is covered to a minimum 
width and depth of 1200mm.

 � Lighting is provided.

 � A clear turning circle 1500mm in 
diameter is provided inside the 
entrance area, behind the entrance 
door when closed.

 � Entrance door has a minimum 
clear opening width 850mm, with 
a 300mm leading edge, this also 
applies to other doors within the 
property. (Diagram 02 and 03)

 � A minimum 200mm following edge 
of the door.

 � Minimum clear width of every 
hallway, approach or landing is 
1050mm. 

technical considerations

Diagram 01 Diagram 02 Diagram 04

Diagram 03

(a) 1200 x 1200mm canopy
(b) 1500 x 1500mm level landing clear of any door swing

Clear opening
width of 850mm

sliding door

Clear opening
width of 850mm

swing door

Nib to the following edge

Nib to the 
leading edge

Nib 
maintenance

200mm 850mm

1500mm
between 

door swings

(a)

(b)

300mm 850mm

Centre line of socket
 a minimum of 700mm 

from corner

1200mm1700mm

1100mm

circulation

In wheelchair accessible dwellings 
wheelchair storage and transfer 
spaces should be included to enable a 
person to charge and store up to two 
wheelchairs and transfer between an 
outdoor and an indoor wheelchair. 

Typically this zone should be a 
minimum of 1100mm deep by 
1700mm wide and located on the 
entrance storey, preferably close to 
the principle entrance. A plug socket 
should be included within this area. 
(See Diagram 04). Any area in the 
property with a head height of less 
than 1.5m is not counted within the 
Gross Internal Area unless used solely 
for storage.

Location should be indicated for a 
possible future through floor lift.
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living room

There is a responsibility to create living spaces that will not only be 
comfortable throughout the year, but continue to delight. They must 
be practical and allow for personalisation. 

Physical Ability
 � Flexible layout
 � Possible extra bed space
 � Spaces for hobbies and activities
 � Space to socialise
 � Step free access and position living space 

at entry level
 � Door entry phones

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

Memories
 � Space to display and store personal items
 � Connectivity with friends and family
 � Good flow of space
 � Familiar environment
 � Carefully consider hazard items

05 06

07 08

Movement
 � Unobstructed circulation routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Accessible controls 
 � Things within reach
 � Width of doorways
 � No trip hazards

Wellbeing
 � Connection to nature
 � Natural daylight and orientation
 � Controllable temperature - heat and cold
 � Controlled lighting
 � Suitable window heights
 � Space for gathering
 � Meaningful activity
 � Generosity of space
 � Working from home
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The minimum floor to ceiling height should be 2.3m for at least 75% of the Gross Internal Area.

Living areas should be on the entrance storey with a convenient relationship to the kitchen and 
principle eating areas as well as to the WC and the entrance. 

In at least one room, usually the principal living space, windows should be capable of allowing 
people to enjoy a reasonable view below eye level when seated. At least one window should 
include glazing that starts no higher than 800 +/-50mm.

Clear space at the leading edge of doors - for all rooms within an individual house or flat, a clear 
unobstructed space of at least 300mm should be provided between the leading edge of a door 
and any return wall or other obstruction. The door width should be wide enough for a wheelchair 
user. (Refer to Diagram 02)

To ensure the space is capable of meeting the functional and spatial provisions for the end user, 
furnished plan layouts that show the necessary clear access zones should be shown with an 
adequate scale of at least 1:100.

The location of outlets, switches and controls should be positioned with an adequate height 
above floor level to ensure they are easily accessible to all.  For Category 2 dwellings this should 
be within 450mm - 1200mm and for Category 3 dwellings, between 700-1000mm. (Diagram 06)

Provide the minimum combined internal floor area for living, dining and kitchen space for the 
number of bed spaces within the dwelling, in accordance with Building Regulations.

Number of bed spaces 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Minimum floor area (sq.m) 25 27 29 31 33 35 37

Minimum combined floor area for living, dining, and kitchen space

Raised thresholds at internal doors should be avoided. Where a height change is unavoidable, this 
should be no greater than 10mm.

Diagram 05

Diagram 06
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living room

technical considerations
A manoeuvring circle of at least 1500mm diameter, or an ellipse of at least 1700mm x 1400mm, 
should be provided in dining area and living areas (See Diagram 05) as well as in at least one 
bedroom, where such a manoeuvring space is needed between the bed and furniture. 
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kitchen

Kitchens are one of the most important spaces in any home but 
are often not given the attention they warrant. It is important 
that kitchen layouts are tested at the design stage through fully 
furnished plans.

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

09 10

11 12

Physical Ability
 � Level access
 � Locate at entry level
 � Carefully positioned appliances
 � Surface height appliances
 � Set down spaces next to fridge and oven
 � Provide rest seating nearby
 � Accessible storage
 � Easy to clean
 � Easy grip handles 

Movement
 � Unobstructed circulation routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Accessible controls
 � Things within reach
 � Width of doorways
 � Non slip flooring

Memories
 � Good flow of space
 � Familiar environment
 � Carefully consider hazard items
 � Visual cues
 � Low reflectance

Wellbeing
 � Space to socialise
 � Considered work zone
 � Connectivity with friends and family
 � Support meaningful activity
 � Safe
 � Good task lighting
 � Suitable window heights
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Consideration to appliances where appropriate:

Oven – should be built into a tall housing unit set at an appropriate height for the oven door 
to open safely above a wheelchair user’s knees without touching them. Oven door should be 
provided as a side hung door or a pull down door that slides away into the base of the oven. 
(Diagram 08) Oven doors which do not slide away should be avoided. Oven controls should allow 
for ease of use with reduced hand function or dexterity. Pull out shelf beneath the oven should be 
heat resistant to enable hot dishes from the oven to be placed directly on it. When the oven is not 
being installed careful consideration to allow an adequate cooker zone is required.

Hob – ideally fitted flush with worktop.  Controls should be positioned to the front of the hob 
to allow easy and safe of access. Gas hobs should be avoided, with induction considered the 
preferred option. 

Fridge/freezer – under counter fridge freezers may not provide an accessible solution as they can 
be too low for wheelchair users.

Washing machine - under counter space to be provided in kitchen or in the downstairs WC if 
there is space.

Dishwasher - Consideration to base unit which could be converted to dishwasher if required.

Fixtures and Fittings - Cross reference with Employer’s requirements.

Diagram 07 Diagram 08

a) Oven with centre line at 1000mm above floor level
b) Side hung oven door opening away from the counter
c) Telescopic oven shelf
d) Heat resistant pull out shelf
e) Minimum 600mm adjacent worktop

OvenFridge

(c) (e)

(d)

(b)

(a)

kitchen

technical considerations
Minimum length of worktop is dependent on the number of bed spaces in the dwelling, with the 
worktop length measured on the mid-line of the worktop. 

Number of bed spaces 2 3&4 5 6-8

Minimum worktop length (mm) 4330 4730 5630 6730

Category 2 Dwellings (Wheelchair Adaptable) Minimum length of kitchen worktop including 
fittings and appliances

Number of bed spaces 2 3&4 5 6-8

Minimum worktop length (mm) 6130 6530 7430 8530

Category 3 Dwellings (Wheelchair Accessible) Minimum length of kitchen worktop including 
fittings and appliances

The sides of wall units should be a minimum of 150mm from any adjacent cooker space.

Keep sink and hob away from corners, and ensure a minimum of 500mm of worktop either side 
of appliances.

Try to keep plumbed appliances (sink, dishwasher and washing machine) close together. Base 
units that face each other should be a minimum of 1500mm apart, to provide enough space for 
a wheelchair manoeuvre space. There should be a minimum of 450mm between the worktop 
and underside of the wall units. Consider the flow of activities when developing layout as per 
Diagram 07.

For wheelchair user’s, height adjustable worktops minimum 2200mm (hob, sink and food 
preparation), with clear leg space underneath i.e. no diagonal struts. The sink should be shallow 
enough to provide leg space underneath. Waste traps should also be to the rear of the bowl and 
should be insulated to protect the wheelchair users legs.
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bedroom

An inclusive bedroom design should take into account who is likely 
to use it, be it a family member with a temporary physical limitation, 
visitors of various abilities or an ageing resident.

Physical Ability
 � Layout with adequate movement zones 

around furniture
 � Step free access
 � Direct access to bathrooms with Jack and 

Jill arrangement preferred
 � Visible connection to bathroom
 � Convenient position of switches
 � Door entry phones for those with physical 

impairments
 � In-built storage to free up movement 

zones
 � Future provision for hoist

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

Memories
 � Space to display and store personal items
 � Good flow of space
 � Familiar environment
 � Carefully consider hazard items
 � Visual connection to bathrooms 

13 14

15 16

Movement
 � Unobstructed circulation routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Accessible controls
 � Things within reach
 � Width of doorways
 � No trip hazards

Wellbeing
 � Natural daylight and orientation
 � Controllable temperature - heat and cold
 � Future proof with assistive technology
 � Suitable lighting
 � Suitable window heights
 � Privacy
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Bedrooms should be sufficient in size, but also allow for the functional use of typical 
bedroom furniture and easy manoeuvring within the room. 

Single bed space – a single bedroom should have a floor area of at least 7.5m2 and is at 
least 2.15m wide.

Double bed space – (twin or double) should have a floor area of at least 11.5m2. One double 
should be at least 2.75m wide and every other double (or twin) at least 2.55m wide.

Consider using pocket doors or locating doors away from corners of the room or providing 
doors which open beyond 90 degrees can assist a wheelchair user. 

In built wardrobes most space effective, consider adjustable rail positioned at low levels. 

Location of radiators should also be considered at an early stage so as not to affect clear 
access zones.

Diagram 09

a) Minimum 1200 x 1200mm 
manoeuvring space inside the 
doorway, clear of the bed and door  
(with the door in the closed position)

b) Minimum 1000mm wide clear 
access zone to both sides and the 
foot of the bed

c) Radiator placement clear of all 
access zones

d) Furniture encroachment into clear 
access zones by up to 600mm at bed 
head only

e) Minimum 1200 x 1200mm 
manoeuvring space on both sides of 
the bed

Note:

Minimum 750mm wide access route 
from the door to the window

Minimum 1000mm clear access zone 
in front of all furniture

Diagram 10

10
0

0
m

m

70
0

m
m Min 700mm

Bathroom

technical considerations

bedroom

There should be sufficient space in all bedrooms to enable a wheelchair user to manoeuvre, 
transfer to the bed, reach the window and use all the furniture and controls as set out in 
Diagrams 09 and 10. 

Ceiling structure to be strong enough to allow for the future fitting of an overhead hoist capable 
of carrying a load of 200kg. Tracking should run direct to bathroom. 

Bathroom should be visible from the bedroom for people living with dementia.

In addition to the principal double bedroom, all other bedrooms should be designed for wheelchair 
access and use in order to provide flexibility in bedroom choice or to accommodate families with 
more than one disabled member.

Wheelchair accessible dwellings should have, as a minimum, one double bedroom. A 
secondary bedroom may be required for personal assistants or the storage of specialist 
equipment. 

The accessible bathroom and principal double bedroom should be located close to each 
other on the same floor. The route between the two should be short, and avoid passing the 
entrance door or living areas to offer the wheelchair user dignity and privacy. 

(b)

(b)

(a)

(e)

(e)

(c)

(d)
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bathroom

A well-designed bathroom is often key to maintaining dignity and 
independence. The ability to access and use toileting and washing 
facilities is essential.

Physical Ability
 � Access on each floor of property
 � Level access
 � Carefully positioned sanitaryware and 

mirrors
 � Level access shower
 � Provide rest seating nearby
 � Easy to clean
 � Easy grip handles
 � Controls which are easy to use and 

operate
 � Provision for future wall support
 � Floor laid to fall for drainage in wet room
 � Removable panel in the wall to bedroom 

for future ceiling hoist.

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

Memories
 � Good flow of space
 � Familiar environment
 � Carefully consider hazard items
 � Visual cues
 � Low reflectance

17 18

19 20

Movement
 � Unobstructed circulation routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Accessible controls
 � Things within reach
 � Width of doorways
 � Non slip flooring
 � Where there is only one accessible 

bathroom, Jack & Jill arrangement
 � Outward opening doors
 � Wall tiling should extend beyond all wet 

areas
 � Provision for necessary accessories
 � Careful consideration of drainage stacks 

and boxing out
 � Future provision for ceiling hoist

Wellbeing
 � Safe
 � Good lighting
 � Suitable window heights
 � Good natural light and ventilation
 � Storage with lockable cupboard
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Category 3 – Wheelchair User Dwelling

Where the dwelling has a wet room on the entrance storey, it should contain a basin and installed 
level access shower. If a dwelling provides both a WC and bathroom on the same level a compliant 
layout for the second WC/cloakroom can be seen in Diagram 11.

For a wheelchair accessible bathroom the considerations in Diagrams 13 and 14 should apply.

For more information and further explanation of the different arrangements and guidance refer 
to Building Regulations Part M.

Diagram 11 Diagram 12 Diagram 13 Diagram 14
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technical considerations

bathroom

Category 1 – Visitable Dwellings

A WC should be provided on the entrance storey and the following Diagram 11 shows the 
movement zones which should be included as a minimum. 

Category 2 – Accessible and Adaptable Dwelling

In a two or three storey dwelling with one or two bedrooms, the WC requirement is as per 
Diagram 11 above. 

In two or three storey dwelling with three or more bedrooms the layout and dimensions in 
Diagram 12 should be applied as a minimum.

A dwelling requires a bathroom including a WC, basin and bath located on the same floor as the 
bedrooms. Provision for a potential level access shower should be made within the bathroom if 
not provided elsewhere within the dwelling. Door to the WC facility to open outwards. Pocket 
doors should also be considered for space saving.

2600

22
0

0

450 950 1200
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parking and 
pathways

Physical Ability
 � Accessible for all
 � Ensure all aspects of the access route 

are step free
 � Step-free access from parking
 � Ramps with suitable gradients
 � Layout with adequate movement zones
 � Suitable pathway width
 � Level access and thresholds
 � Adequate guarding and handrails
 � Consideration to maintenance

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

Memories
 � Good flow of space
 � Familiar environment
 � Careful considered hazard items
 � Visual cues
 � Safety & appropriateness
 � Personalisation
 � Good lighting to approach routes
 � Adequate refuse storage
 � CCTV

Movement
 � Unobstructed routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Things within reach
 � Width of doorways
 � Slip resistant and smooth pathways
 � Dementia friendly materials
 � Appropriately sized car parking space
 � Parking should be located close to the 

entrance
 � Consider covered transfer space for 

wheelchair users
 � Wheelchair users should be able to 

approach and use communal storage 
areas, refuse, cycle and mobility scooter 
storage

Wellbeing
 � Safe and secure
 � Rest seating, which shouldn’t impinge on 

pathway
 � Adequate refuse strategy and storage 

capacity in line with local authority 
requirements

The approach route to a dwelling should be safe, convenient and accessible.

The approach route should be safe and convenient, adopt the shallowest gradient that can 
reasonably be achieved and be step-free. 

There is a level or gently sloping pathway with a minimum clear width of 1200mm to every private 
refuse, recycling, cycle or other external store.

Every path terminates in a clear turning circle of a minimum of 1500mm in diameter. If ramps are 
required the ramp gradient should be between 1:20-1:15.

Every gate should have a minimum clear opening width of 850mm, a minimum 300mm nib to the 
leading edge.

All paved areas to have a suitable ground surface.

Where parking is within private curtilage of the dwelling at least one space should be a standard 
parking bay that can be widened to 3.3m. For wheelchair parking a standard bay should have an 
additional minimum clear access zone of 1200mm to one side and to the rear. (Diagram 15)

Diagram 15

50
0

0

12
0

03300

12002400 900 2400

technical considerations

For communal parking, ensure an adequate number of disabled spaces are provided. The Local 
Authority has information with regards to target parking numbers. Ensure sufficient and clear 
signage is provided for visual references. 

Electric vehicle charging points will more than likely be asked for as part of planning 
requirements. Consideration should be given to future proofing schemes by incorporating 
appropriate infrastructure as necessary.
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gardens and 
balconies
Access to outdoor space can enhance a person’s sense of well-being 
and quality of life. Both communal and private outdoor spaces 
should be inclusively designed to enable ease of use and enjoyment by 
wheelchair users and their family and friends.

Physical Ability
 � Layout with adequate movement zones 
 � Level access
 � Consideration to maintenance
 � Easy to maintain
 � Adequate guarding to prevent falling

considerations to an 
inclusive environment

Memories
 � Good flow of space
 � Familiar environment
 � Carefully consider hazard items
 � Visual cues
 � Safety and appropriateness
 � Personalisation
 � Visual connections to spaces within the 

home
 � No dead end pathways
 � Dementia way-finding
 � Appropriate material choice and dementia 

friendly
 � Sensory planting

21

22 23

Movement
 � Unobstructed circulation routes
 � Manoeuvring spaces
 � Accessible controls
 � Width of doorways
 � Non slip flooring
 � Swing or sliding doors
 � Dementia friendly materials
 � Things within reach - raised planting
 � No trip hazards
 � Rest seating, which should not impinge on 

footpath
 � Manageable outdoor space

Wellbeing
 � Safe and secure
 � Connected to the living space
 � Orientation and views
 � Full, partially inset balconies
 � Manageable outdoor space
 � Gardening and relaxing
 � Security
 � Privacy
 � Quiet
 � Encouraging interaction/Incidental 

encounters
 � Passive surveillance
 � Relaxing space
 � Space to entertain
 � External spaces to be accessible for all
 � Consider providing a shelter to encourage 

all year use
 � Intergenerational
 � Pets
 � Areas for drying clothes
 � External water supply
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 � Adequate storage outside the home, 
provision for cycles, mobility aids

 � Adequate storage inside the home that 
meets the needs of the occupier

 � Built in storage allows living spaces and 
bedrooms to be more accessible, reducing 
trips and falls

 � Numerous smaller/shallower cupboards 
are more practical than single deep ones

 � Space for one wheelchair (or pushchair) 
to be stored inside the home

 � Sliding/pocket doors

 � Storage areas should be kept clear and 
not used for other purposes e.g. boilers, 
heat recovery units, storage of cleaning 
equipment etc.

 � Glass doors/frontage for visual cues

 � For shared accommodation external 
mobility scooter/ wheelchair storage 
within communal areas rather than within 
homes and should have an adequate 
power supply

 � Space standards state minimum storage 
provision required, as set out below

Number of  
bedrooms

Built-in  
storage sq.m

1 (1 person)
1 (2 persons)

1
1.5

2 2

3 2.5

4 3

5 3.5

gardens and 
balconies

Diagram 17

Diagram 16

Any outdoor space needs to have a minimum clear width of 1500mm and provide a minimum 
1500mm level clear turning circle, free of any door swings. (Diagram 16)

External balconies, including Juliette balconies of single family dwellings require guarding of a 
minimum height of 1100mm. (Diagram 17)

Involvement of structural engineer and acoustician should be considered to ensure adequate 
support for the scheme and its residents.

18
0

0
m

m

200mm nib maintained 
for 1500mm

300mm nib maintained 
for 1800mm

15
0

0
m

m

300mm nib 
maintained 
for 1800mm

200mm nib 
maintained 
for 1500mm

Outward 
opening 

door

Inward 
opening 

door

11
0

0
m

m

Drainage channels flush 
with surrounding surface

technical considerations Adequate storage should be available outside the home together with 
provision for cycles and mobility aids, and storage inside the home 
should meet the needs of the occupier.

storage

considerations to an 
inclusive environment
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dementia 
friendly design

principles for 
dementia-friendly spaces
12 principles developed from recent research are 
relevant to dementia design of housing and other 
building types:

1. Provide a safe environment

2. Provide optimum levels of stimulation

3. Provide optimum lighting and contrast

4. Provide a non-institutional scale and environment

5. Support orientation

6. Support wayfinding and navigation

7. Provide access to nature and the outdoors

8. Promote engagement with friends, relatives and staff

9. Provide good visibility and visual access

10. Provide privacy, dignity and independence

11. Promote physical and meaningful activities

12. Support diet, nutrition and hydration

light reflectance value
(LRV) is an individual measurement that applied to 
a colour. The LRV scale ranges from 0, assumed 
to be a perfectly absorbing surface that is Black, 
up to 100, which is assumed to be a perfectively 
reflective surface that is White.

considerations
 � It should be obvious what something is e.g. taps

 � Sound absorbing finishes to reduce noise

 � High levels of lighting

 � Visual access - see where things are and where to go

 � Toilet is easy to find

 � Visual contrast between floor, wall, ceiling, door frames - at least 
30points LRV between them

 � Similar floor tones - maximum of 8 points LRV between floor surfaces

things to avoid
 � Wavy patterns - high risk of falling or confusion

 � Surfaces with high sheen level can appear wet, a matt 
or satin finish is preferable

 � Dark surfaces and shadows can be interpreted as 
holes

 � Realistic floral or other motifs can appear realistic
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briefing 
setting clear goals 
Briefing is often an informal and iterative process. Where specialised housing is 
envisaged, the wide range of options and the significant management and operational 
implications make a clear and comprehensive initial brief particularly important. 

getting the right team
Determining what roles will be required through each project stage is important. In order 
to have the requisite skills to carry out the core tasks the Client team might comprise of 
the following roles:

 � Project Manager
 � Cost Consultant
 � Contract Administrator/Employer’s Agent
 � Health and Safety Advisor/ Principal Designer 

The design team are responsible for the design of the building and for producing the 
information required to manufacture and construct it. 

Core members of the design team typically include:

 �  Designers: Architects, Interior Designer and Landscape Architect
 �  Engineers: Civil, Structural and Building Services Engineers
 �  Specialist Consultants: Ecologist, Fire Engineer, Acoustic Consultant,   

Sustainability Consultant, BIM Consultant, Quantity Surveyor

stakeholders
Project stakeholders are any party outside of the project team who might influence 
the direction of the design or create a project constraint. Both the client team and the 
design team may need to engage with different stakeholders. These might include:

 � Residents and the local community 
 � Health and Social Care
 � Planning departments
 � Building control teams
 � Utilities companies
 � Community groups
 � Environmental bodies
 � Specialist interest groups
 � Insurance and warranty providers

checklist of items to be 
considered as part of the brief

Overall targets
 � Number of homes
 � Number of residents (to determine 

home sizes)
 � Number of parking spaces
 � Number of cycle spaces
 � Number of mobility scooter spaces

Resident group
 � Age range
 � Tenure
 � Lifestyle requirements
 � Care needs
 � Specific needs (dementia, cultural 

requirements etc)
 � Physical needs
 � Communal areas

Brief for houses
 � Tenure split 
 � Dwelling mix
 � Dwelling type
 � Target floor area 
 � Special additional requirements 

including preferences for: 
 � Open plan layout
 � Bathroom access
 � Shower/bath
 � Built-in wardrobes
 � Balconies/outdoor space

Strategies for consideration
 � Grant funding requirements 
 � Suitable site layout & Road access
 � Access and security
 � Sustainability and environmental 

standards 
 � Fire protection and means of escape
 � Technology and communication
 � Waste management
 � Sustainable Drainage Systems 

(SUDs), biodiversity and ecology
 � Landscaping
 � Maintenance strategy
 � Building servicing – substation 

requirement etc.
 � Construction type – traditional, 

steel frame, Modern Methods of 
Construction (MMC)

 � Heating and cooling strategy

Other considerations
 � Budget
 � Funding requirements
 � Procurement
 � Timescales – start on site, 

completion, sales (where 
appropriate)

 � Standardisation of components – 
kitchens, sanitary fittings, doors and 
ironmongery

 � Service Charge items
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